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ABSTRACT: We discuss two types of computa onal challenges arising from big environmental data.
The first type occurs with mul variate or spa al extremes. Indeed, inference for max‐stable processes
observed at a large collec on of loca ons is among the most challenging problems in computa onal
sta s cs, and current approaches typically rely on less expensive composite likelihoods constructed
from small subsets of data. We explore the limits of modern state‐of‐the‐art computa onal facili es
to perform full likelihood inference and to eﬃciently evaluate high‐order composite likelihoods. With
extensive simula ons, we assess the loss of informa on of composite likelihood es mators with
respect to a full likelihood approach for some widely‐used mul variate or spa al extreme models. The
second type of challenges occurs with the emula on of climate model outputs. We consider fi ng a
sta s cal model to 1 billion global 3D spa o‐temporal temperature data using a distributed
compu ng approach. The sta s cal model exploits the gridded geometry of the data and
paralleliza on across processors. It is therefore computa onally convenient and allows to fit a non‐
trivial model to a data set with a covariance matrix comprising of 10^18 entries. We provide 3D
visualiza on of the results. The talk is based on joint work with Stefano Castruccio and Raphael Huser.
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ABSTRACT: Modeling a precipita on field is challenging due to its intermi ent and highly scale‐
dependent nature. Mo vated by the features of high‐frequency precipita on data from a network of
rain gauges, we propose a threshold space‐ me t random field (tRF) model for 15‐minute precipita on
occurrences. This model is constructed through a space‐ me Gaussian random field (GRF) with
random scaling varying along me or space and me. It can be viewed as a generaliza on of the purely
spa al tRF, and has a hierarchical representa on that allows for Bayesian interpreta on. Developing
appropriate tools for evalua ng precipita on models is a crucial part of the model‐building process,
and we focus on evalua ng whether models can produce the observed condi onal dry and rain
probabili es given that some set of neighboring sites all have rain or all have no rain. These
condi onal probabili es show that the proposed space‐ me model has no ceable improvements in
some characteris cs of joint rainfall occurrences for the data we have considered.

